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News and Views 

 

MONTHLY MEETINGS 

2.15pm Thursday 12 May (Note: this is second Thursday, not the usual third) 

Players’ Theatre, Penrith 
    

BRAIN AND BEHAVIOUR: REFLECTIONS OF A CLINICAL 

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST  

Gus Baker 
 

Neuropsychology is the science concerned with 
understanding the relationship between the 
brain and human behaviour. Gus will be talking 
about his fascinating career as a Clinical 
Neuropsychologist and will focus particularly on 
his clinical and academic experience gained 
from his studying of the relationship between 
brain and behaviour. He will also  draw upon 
his own anonymised clinical cases to highlight 
particular points including what constitutes a 
healthy brain. This talk promises to be a most 
interesting and worthwhile way of gaining an 
insight into the ways by which we can attain 
and retain our own brain health. 

 
2.15 pm Thursday, 16 June  
Players’ Theatre, Penrith 
 

AGM and  
UNDERSTANDING THE SYMBOLISM ON  
18TH CENTURY GRAVESTONES IN CUMBRIA 
Mark Hatton 
 

This is a fascinating topic revealing far more than one might 
expect from a study of grave stones. These artefacts have the 
power to help us to engage directly with the thoughts and 
feelings of people who lived in our area some 300 years ago. 
The photo is illustrative of one way into gaining a direct 
understanding of our ancestors. Mark Hatton has provided the 
image and poses both this question and an answer:  “Why are 
these Ladies on a gravestone in Keswick holding up their skirts 
in one hand and a massive skull in their other hand ?” All will 
become clear on 16th June”.   



 

CHAIRPIECE – Easter 2022 
 
Spring and Easter has always seemed to me a happy time. Being brought up on a farm there 
was an abundance of new life with lambs being born, and chickens and goslings hatching –  
the latter getting a little help from my father who applied vinegar to the thick shell to make it 
easier for little beaks to break. We would forage for the ingredients of “Herb” or “Easter Ledge” 
pudding, as well as leaves and flowers which we applied to eggs which were then encased in 
onion skins and wrapped in newspaper or cloth and boiled to make Pace eggs. These could 
then be rolled downhill on Easter Sunday. Chocolate eggs were preferable, though our Sunday 
school teacher would warn us not to eat chocolate on our Anniversary Day which was Good 
Friday as it would affect our singing voice! Being Easter, we wore a new outfit for the event 
 – a treat for a third daughter like me who usually wore hand me downs. Our mother taught us 
the rhyme she remembered from her west Cumbrian childhood: “Tid, Mid, Miseray; Carlin, 
Palm, Pace-egg day” - representing the Sunday’s leading to Easter. She could only recall  
eating Carlin peas on Carlin Sunday. Evidently the other words refer to Te Deum, Me Deus and 
Miserere Mei which were sung on their respective Sundays.    
 
Pace, is a dialect form of Pasch, Pascha deriving from the Latin, Greek and Aramaic words for 
Easter or Passover and from which most Romatic and Celtic languages derive their name for 
Easter. The English name is said to derive from Eostre, an Anglo-Saxon goddess of spring, 
mentioned by Bede. Historical linguists have traced the name to the Proto-Indo-European root 
“Aus” linked to the goddess of the dawn. The sun of course rises in the “east”, with Christian 
churches aligned so the congregation faces the altar and the rising sun, with Christian burials 
similarly aligned. Many churches too will hold Easter Sunday services at dawn, though the  
symbolism and homophone of the sun rising and son (of God) rising (from the dead) might be 
more pertinent.  
 
Our decorated Pace eggs are nowhere near as intricate as the Ukrainian Easter Egg or 
“Pysanka” where the design is inscribed in beeswax with the eggs then being dyed in a process 
similar to batik. One of the many superstitions attached to these eggs is that as long as the egg 
decorating custom continues, the world will exist. If, for any reason, this custom is abandoned, 
evil will overrun the world. Let us hope therefore that these traditions are continued, and that 
Ukrainians will once more be able to live in peace, free from the evil of recent events and once 
more able to feel some of the happiness of Easter-time.  

Josie Dunlop 
 

Notice of AGM 
 

The Annual General Meeting of the Penrith and North Lakes U3A will take place on  
                                                          
      Thursday 16 June, at 2.15pm 

          

Venue: Penrith Players’ Theatre, 1 Auction Mart Lane, Penrith, CA11 7JG 

 
Penrith & North Lakes U3A Annual General Meeting  

Please see enclosed agenda for the AGM which is taking place on 16 June. Also attached to 
the newsletter are 2 nomination forms. One is for nominations to the committee and the other is 
for nominations for any of the officer roles, but please ensure you state for which role. Please 
note a nomination for officer is also accepted as a nomination for the committee so no need to 
complete 2 forms.  
 
The agenda and nomination forms can also be found and downloaded from the “documents” 
section of our website. 
 
All forms to be returned to Margaret Irving Secretary, Penrith & North Lakes U3A, 28 Croft Ave-
nue, Penrith, CA11 7RQ by Wednesday 1 June 2022. 
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A new constitution? 
 
You will see from our AGM agenda that it includes an item about adopting a new constitution, 
based on the most recent model constitution of the Third Age Trust. The committee has felt for 
some time that our old constitution needed to be updated, but the main drive now is the need to 
have the ability to use remote technology such as Zoom for formal (and informal) meetings. 
During the pandemic we have had to use emergency powers to ensure good governance to be 
able to do this. Unfortunately, our old constitution only allows us to alter the constitution by hav-
ing an in person meeting, so this AGM will be the first opportunity to do that.  
 
The new model constitution will also allow us routinely to be able to use proxy voting for future 
AGMs, meaning we will not have to worry about being quorate in person at future meetings. 
The TAT model constitution has been approved by the Charity Commission and follows its ad-
vice about best practice and is available to view on the TAT website. We are currently seeking 
to make a couple of minor alterations, mainly to do with length of service on the committee, and 
when these are agreed we will circulate a formal draft and it will be available on our website. 
The document is quite long, so to keep costs down, printed copies will be available to view at 
the May monthly meeting or on request. (Phone 01768 892690 or 01768 864290 or email 
pnlu3achair@gmail.com).  
 
NB we are always looking for new members to join our committee and act as trustees – please 
contact us as above to discuss further if interested.  

 

Josie Dunlop. Chair PNLU3A 

  
 

Volunteers required! 
 
Churches Together in Penrith (CTiP), in response to a request from Cumbria County Council 
Eden Community team have set up a befriending project to support people in Penrith and sur-
rounding area, who are feeling lonely or isolated and who would benefit from having a weekly 
friendly chat.  
 

Support offered can be via telephone calls lasting about 30 minutes, a home visit for about an 
hour or in some cases meeting up for a coffee in a local café. This depends on the needs of the 
person being befriended and the wishes of the volunteers. 

Generous funding has been received from the County Council and Cumbria Community Foun-
dation (through several of its individual funds).  A co-ordinator has been appointed, lots of refer-
rals have already been received and the matching up process has begun and visits taking 
place. However, we need to recruit more volunteers if we are to keep up to date with the refer-
rals being received and avoid people having to wait too long for support. All volunteers receive 
appropriate training and due to the nature of the role need to undertake a DBS enhanced 
check. 
 
If anyone feels they could spare just one hour per week to undertake this very valuable role or 
would just like to know a bit more about the service please get in touch with our co-ordinator, 
Helen Gardiner on 07951 738540 penrith@linkinglives.uk or contact me on churchestogether-
inpenrith@gmail.com tel 01768 864290 
 

Margaret Irving, CTiP Social Responsibility Officer 
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NOTICEBOARD 

Music at St Cuthbert’s Carlisle   
 
‘A muse of Fire’  22 April 7.30    Shakepeare’s words, performed by actor/director John Davies, 
soprano Susan Jordan, with period  instruments. 
 
‘Reflections on St. Cuthbert’ 27 May 7.30 
Brampton Chamber Choir: Max Loth-Hill will speak about the saint’s life and times. 
 
‘Words and Music in a Vanishing World’  25 June 3pm  Guitarist James Booth and poet, Melissa 
Davies.  Music by Villa Lobos, Tarrega and Walton. 
 
‘Summer Serenade’ 10 July 3pm.  
Eden Brass Quartet:   early music, folk song arrangements, spirituals, plus‘ Ain’t Misbehavin’, 
‘Putting on the Ritz’!.  
 
No charge, donations invited. Concertswill last about an hour, followed by light refreshments. 
For details phone 07970 673 236 
 

 

North West Region of U3As 
2022 Summer School 

 
The North West Region of U3As are holding their Residential Summer School at University of 
Cumbria, Fusehill Street Campus, Carlisle 16 -19 August. 
 
The 7 courses on offer are:- 
 
Archaeology: “Archaeology of the Borders”; Art Challenges: “Memories of Childhood”; Geology: 
“Evolution of the Carlisle basin”; Literature: “North-North-West”; “Ukulele – a course at intermedi-
ary level”; Art: “famous art movements”, and Colourful Knitting.  
 
Full board residential  £345:         Non residential rate  £180 
£10 charge for parking and £15 surcharge for field trips. 
 
Further details from Alan Hough 07544 359125 alanhough1949@gmail.com  and also on our 
website. 
 

Renewal now due 
 
Thank you very much indeed to everyone who has renewed their membership this year despite 
the continuing uncertainty. 
 
We hope that everyone will renew by the end of June, at which time the database will  
automatically lapse any memberships not renewed, which will mean newsletters and Third Age 
Matters will no longer be delivered. 
 
Cheques are now being charged 40p each for paying in, so if you are able to pay by BACS or 
Standing Order that would be great. Alternatively you could pay by cash. 
 
(See separate document for payment details)  
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MONTHLY MEETING REPORTS 
 
CHALLENGING WATERS: ‘THE DIARY OF A LAKE DISTRICT  
SWIMMER’ 

 
In his February talk to Penrith and North Lakes u3a 
John Mather described how, at the age of 60, he  
began an attempt to swim the length of the 17 “big 
lakes” in the Lake District which took the course of 
three summers. This included lakes as small as  
Brothers Water and as big as Windermere. The whole 
endeavour demanded much of John who was advised 
that ‘95% of the swim would require will-power and 
only 5% of the success would depend on his swim-
ming ability.’ Nevertheless, the challenge proved very 
worthwhile and made John aware of just how beautiful 
and fragile the Lake District is and his talk aimed to 
raise our ambitions to put more than a toe in the wa-
ters of our magnificent local lakes and tarns.  
 
John’s enthusiasm for swimming started in his youth 

in his local Lancashire swimming pools but the experience of outdoor swimming in unheated water  
required the use of some extra equipment, including a wet suit and, for safety, a colourful hat, and a 
bright float. Unforeseen problems arose on carrying out his goal as reservoirs including Haweswater, 
Thirlmere and Ennerdale prohibit swimming, but John came up with clever alternatives, using a rowing 

boat on the last two and walking round the perimeter of 
Haweswater. Again, Esthwaite Water is leased as a fishery, 
and is totally out of bounds to the public so it had to be  
circumnavigated on foot and at a distance from the shore. 
Poor weather, broken glass and polluted waters were  
additional hazards John faced on occasions. His further  
experiences were, happily, to prove much more enjoyable. 
 
John’s gentle sense of humour and the camaraderie and 
support of his friends, family and fellow-swimmers came 
across in his presentation with excellent photos illustrating 
the highs and lows of the whole experience. His particular 
highlights were swimming the lengths of Buttermere, Rydal 
Water, Wastwater (despite the cold!) and Ullswater, each in 
good weather, and each lake with clear, unpolluted water 
and surrounded by wonderful scenery. Sometimes friends 
swam along with John, on other occasions, from a boat, they 
plied him with Mars bars to keep up his energy levels. It took 
3 swims to complete the full length of Windermere which is 
over 10 miles long but he persisted.    
 
The whole endeavour provided many positive memories as 
John’s photos proved: the delights of swimming under a blue 
sky below the grandeur of fells such as Skiddaw, Scafell 
Pike, Helvellyn and the peaks surrounding Buttermere and  
Crummock Water were wonderful experiences. For those 

keen to take up significant outdoor swimming endeavours, John advised doing some preliminary training 
and checking out any medical problems which might compromise them. Hopefully more will join those 
who have already discovered the delights of swimming in the clear, refreshing waters of our own local 
lakes and tarns even if they do not achieve the 40 miles of unassisted swimming required to  match John 
Mather’s challenge.  

 

Sue Tomlinson 
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John Mather swimming Ullswater 

 

An illustration from John’s  book: 

‘Challenging Waters’ 



FORWARD TO THE PAST! 
 

Our u3a members were given a 
fascinating insight into the role 
of Tullie House Museum and Art 
Gallery in Carlisle at the March 
monthly meeting.  
Andrew Smith, a trustee of  
Tullie House and Anna Smalley, 
who is an historian working at 
Tullie House as head of collec-
tions and  
engagement, each explained 
features of the museum’s past, 
present and its plans for the 
future.  
 
Set in the ancient heart of  
Carlisle, close to its cathedral 
and castle, and housed in a 
delightful former residence, the 
building became the city’s  
museum and art gallery  

towards the end of the nineteenth century. A century later, it expanded with extra buildings with new 
galleries. Its collection is very diverse with interesting specialisms of world significance. Of particular 
note are the archaeological artefacts from prehistoric, Roman, Viking and later mediaeval periods of 
Cumbria’s past. Our local social history is represented from the border reivers through to the state  
management scheme of the 20

th
 century and Carlisle’s industrial story is depicted with references to 

cranes, lorries and biscuits.  Additionally, of especial interest is Tullie House’s collection of costume 
dating from the 17

th
 century to the 20

th
. Most impressively, the museum also represents Cumbria’s 

astonishing biodiversity in its holding of over 300,000 exhibits, with geological specimens a significant 
part of this collection. A further distinguishing feature of the wide range of objects held at Tullie House 
is its holding of over 13,000 examples of fine art, including major works by pre-Raphaelites including 
Burne Jones and Dante Gabriel Rossetti; Winifred Nicholson, Sheila Fell  and  Percy Kelly.  
 
Special exhibitions are also organised, sometimes linking with other national museums and galleries for 
example, the recent focus on the history of China in conjunction with the Oriental Museum of Durham. 
A further major role of Tullie House goes on beyond the building. This involves community engagement 
in which the staff hold courses and create links with a wide variety of people from children to people 
with different needs and also including the elderly, aiming to build ‘thriving communities’ with a garden 
club and other outdoor activities organised for young people to explore nature. Such work is of enor-
mous benefit to those involved and draws a much wider segment of the local population to enjoy the 
diverse range of cultural appreciation and participation Tullie House can provide. 
 
A major element of the talk was the revelation of Tullie House’s exciting plans for the future, known as 
its Transformation Plan with several key elements. Project Tullie hopes to turn the museum into a 'world
-class destination' over the next 10 years. Tullie House is already in the top group of national museums 
with its partnership with other institutions in Cumbria, such as the Wordsworth Trust, Lakeland Arts, 
Blackwell and Abbot Hall. This move should enable Tullie House to win more substantial grants, with an 
initial promise of £500,000 funding already agreed. Many of the artefacts held by Tullie House are in 
storage as there is currently insufficient gallery space to display them. An initial step to provide more 
community and gallery space involves creating a new entrance; another major strand of the Plan is to 
incorporate parts of the historic building into the public area of the museum, thereby again creating ex-
tra space for displays and to enable more community events to take place. These changes will do a 
great deal to extend and develop the role of Tullie House within and beyond its premises and should 
enormously enhance the beautiful historic heart of Carlisle both aesthetically and culturally, drawing in 
extra visitors from near and far.  

Altogether, the audience greatly appreciated this talk which stimulated a fresh desire to revisit Carlisle ’s 
museum and art gallery and to take a keen interest in its plans. It seems that the past is in safe hands 
well into the future at Tullie House.  
 

Sue Tomlinson 

 

Tullie House, Carlisle 
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REPORTS FROM GROUPS 
 
Photographic Group 

 

Recent outings include Slater Bridge 
and Cathedral Cave. The scenery at 
the quarry was amazing, and the  
lighting conditions challenging. We 
also had a trip to Carlisle, with some 
fascinating objects to photograph in 
the subway and the Cathedral.  Broth-
ers Water was another destination 
with some great reflections. Members 
are continuously learning from one  
another.  
 
If you are interested in joining the 
group and wish to learn more about 
taking photographs and editing, see-
ing  the Lakes and beyond in a differ-

ent way, please contact Alan Beale, mail cumbrian1@outlook.com. We meet fortnightly on a 
Friday at 10.00am.  Full details of the Photographic Group and many others are on the u3a 
Penrith and North Lakes website on the GROUPS page  https://
penrithandnorthlakesu3a.org.uk/groups. There is a lifetime of photographs out there waiting to 
be taken.  
 

Alan Beale 

Birdwatching Group 
 
Our year is well under way with three trips already undertaken. The first was to Caerlaverock 
WWT with the Barnacle Geese and Whooper Swans showing well, even after the substantial 
numbers lost to avian flu. There were more wetland and hedgerow species to be seen from 
the many hides and reserve paths. Still wintery weather with outdoor sandwiches due to Covid 
precautions.  

Garganey Ducks at Leighton Moss 
 

February saw us doing a split visit to Talkin Tarn and Longtown Ponds with more springlike 
conditions. A very slow amble around the tarn with Goldeneye, Tufted Duck and Common 
Gull on the tarn and lots of woodland birds. We had two male Blackbirds presumably having a 
territorial dispute at our feet - totally oblivious to us. In addition to many Woodpigeon, one of 
our group spotted a pair of Stock Doves which although not uncommon, are often missed be-
ing taken for Feral or Woodpigeon.  
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Longtown Ponds produced more wildfowl and hedgerow birds with Goosander resting on the river 
Esk whilst we had lunch. There was a fleeting view of a Kingfisher on the ponds and a group of 
Shelduck muscling in on a sheep feeding station. 
 
Leighton Moss RSPB was the March venue with the highlight being good views of Garganey 
Ducks which are normally very uncommon. However, this spring seems to have seen an influx 
into the country. The male has very striking plumage as can be seen on the attached photo. 
The breeding season is now underway with the Marsh Harriers hunting and nest building around 
the reedbeds. Lots of wildfowl and wading birds for the harriers to hunt. The salt marsh ponds 
now have the noisy Black-headed Gull colony together with the iconic Avocets mixed in with them 
on the various islands. Chiffchaff heralded the arrival of other summer visitors with hopefully  
better weather to come. 
 
Our next visit will be to Teesdale at the end of April ,to see upland breeding birds such as Red 
and Black Grouse , Ring Ousel and various waders. 
 

David Neale  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our first walk in February was from Watermillock Hause along the edge of Gowbarrow to Aira 
Force for lunch before taking the path to Ulcat Row and back to the Hause. A nice sunny day was 
enlivened by a great flying display over Ullswater by the RAF. Some of us headed to Rheged for 
tea.  There were 16 of us and the distance 8.9 miles. 
 
Our next walk was from Cow Bridge near Hartsop. I was pleased that 8 of the group braved the 
poor weather and we walked south along the side of Brothers Water, east through the campsite, 
north to Rooking then west to Patterdale before heading south back to our starting point and tea 
at Rheged. Our distance was 6.2 miles. 
 
Our first walk in March was up the Grisedale Valley around the outside of the wall then back over 
Lanty’s Tarn where we stopped for a bite to eat before heading back down into Glenridding for tea 
at Fell Bites. There were 12 of us and the distance 7.2 miles. 
 
For our second March walk we met at Temple Sowerby Church headed south-east then south 
through Skygarth farm then followed the River Eden to Ousenstand Bridge where we had hoped 
to see an Owl, but were out of luck. We then headed up the other side of the river to Skygarth 
where we crossed over and followed the river to the Eden Benchmarks sculpture before heading 
to Eden Bridge and up Acorn Bank drive before returning to Temple Sowerby. Some of us went 
for tea at Morland. There were 17 of us, and the distance was 6.4 miles. 

 

Brian Hodgson  
 
 
Next newsletter, copy deadline = 6 June: groups, monthly meetings, one-off/short-run to Robin Acland, 017687 79672, 
rtacland@gmail.com; all else to Chris Wilkinson - 07986003551, Cwilkins0n@aol.com or chriswilkinson48@gmail.com. 
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Penrith & North Lakes u3a Membership Renewal 

Name(s) Membership number(s) 
(if known) 

Email address(s) Telephone 

Address Postcode 
 
 
 

 
Payment (£13 per person)  by (please tick):      Cash 
 

Bank transfer to 40-36-10 11559117 (please include your name)  
      

 Cheque to Penrith & North Lakes U3A   
 
  I am changing to Standing Order  (If you already pay by SO you do not need to do anything)       
 
Please send your completed form with your fee to Maggie Neale, 11 Arthur Street, Penrith CA11 7TU 
 and mark your envelope U3A. Any queries to pnlu3arenew@gmail.com 
 

Penrith & North Lakes u3a Standing Order Mandate 
 

To: (name of your bank)    __________________________ 
Address of your bank (Same address and post code as on cheques)   
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________   Postcode  ____________ 
 
PLEASE PAY TO 
HSBC Bank Penrith,   Sort Code 40-36-10, Account No. 11559117 
Beneficiary:  Penrith and North Lakes u3a 
The sum of _________          Amount in words: ___________________________ 
 
On (Date of first payment  * ) ________________and on April 1st each year thereafter until 
further notice. 
 
Reference to be quoted [your initial(s) and surname(s)]: 
___________________________________ 
 
Your Account Name to be debited                                 
____________________________________ 
 
Your Account No.  ______________________    Sort Code    ____-_____-____ 
 
Signature(s) of Bank Account holder (for joint accounts only one signature is required). 
 
 ________________________________________   Date ____________________   
 
*The date of first payment should be a month ahead from the day you fill it in e.g. if you fill it 
in on April 18th  then May 18th etc, to give us time to take it into bank for processing 
 


